
Cloud Migration Assessment 

Motivation
From rehost (lift and shift) to refactor and replatform to rebuild, there are a multitude of
options for approaching a migration. The best option always depends on the individual
technology needs and business goals. In cooperation with AWS, PRODYNA offers a
comprehensive assessment of the relevant applications, infrastructure and business
goals. Through our strong partnership with AWS, PRODYNA is able to leverage the AWS
Migration Assessment Program (MAP) to provide you with exclusive opportunities to
fast-track your migration journey to AWS. Depending on the scope, the funding provided
by AWS will cover a large portion or even the entire scope of the assessment.
Subsequently, our customers are free to implement the results of the assessment
without AWS or PRODYNA.

Key for Successful Workload Migration Projects
Integrating all viewpoints in the assessment of the target workload is critical to the
success of a migration project Existing user interfaces are analysed and transferred to a
new concept. It is important to us that the migrated workload integrates perfectly into
the existing workflows, and that improvements and efficiency gains are realized during
the migration. 

Our software and cloud architects work to ensure that the application is optimally
integrated into all existing systems, is based on state-of-the-art technologies and is also
operable, maintainable and expandable in the long run. Our project managers and
requirements engineers will translate technical requirements into IT requirements, to
define a suitable project procedure and to define the commercial aspects of the project.
By taking all perspectives into account, we can find a sweet spot in which the migration is
realised cost-effectively, users enjoy using it and all business goals are achieved at the
same time. 

Your Benefits 
 Free Assessment: Gain valuable insights into the migration process and AWS
benefits.

1.

 Comprehensive Report: Receive a detailed assessment report and migration
roadmap.

2.

 Cloud Readiness: Modernization of the application to take full advantage of all the
benefits of the of the cloud. 

3.

 Funding Support: Assessed and approved projects can receive a funding up to
$400,000 after the assess phase. 

4.

 Accelerated Migration: Access funding incentives to expedite the migration timelines
and capitalize on AWS benefits sooner.

5.
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Cloud Migration Assessment 

Duration
The assessment phase typically takes 2 to 6 weeks, depending on the complexity of
the applications and infrastructure.

Prerequisites
There are a few basic requirements for carrying out the analysis and applying for
funding assessment: 

The willingness to carry out a cloud migration 
Operate an existing application (on prem or at another hyperscaler) 
Provide access to the application owner or the team responsible for the
application
Have a high-level vision of the project

Investment
In most cases the assessment can be free of charge and there is no financial
commitment required for the next phases. The scope of the potential AWS funding
depends largely on the expected cloud consumption of the application. PRODYNA
will estimate this in advance and submit a corresponding application to AWS.

Results
Αs a result of the analysis, you will receive the following deliverables from PRODYNA: 

A well-defined migration concept 
A target cloud architecture 
A security design led by best practice and industry standards 
A high-level cost-estimate for the realization of the migration 
A summary of the requirements including the complete preparation of the
requirements to start the first sprint of the project 
The basis for applying for further AWS funding 

Optional: UX/UI enhancements based on the design of your current application 

Unlock the full potential of AWS and supercharge your migration journey with the
AWS Migration Assessment Program (MAP). Contact us today at
aws@prodyna.com to schedule your free assessment and capitalize on the funding
benefits to fuel your cloud migration success. 

Together, we'll transform your business in the cloud era.
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